MENS AIMS TO UPGRADE THE NZEB SKILLS FOR PROFESSIONALS INVOLVED IN THE CONSTRUCTION SECTOR, THROUGH A SERIES OF ACTIVITIES DEVELOPED BY 9 UNIVERSITIES, 3 MARKET PLAYERS, 1 MEDIA PARTNER WITH A GEOGRAPHICAL COVERAGE OF 11 EU COUNTRIES.

**SURVEY AND CONTENTS UPDATES**

**MARKET ANALYSIS**
- Existing scenario of NZEB retrofitting of building stocks
- Main professional and social barriers
- Role of female engineers and designers

**ADVISORY BOARD MEETINGS**

**TRAINING ACTIVITIES**

**PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING**
National accreditation professional courses
Spain/Ireland, United Kingdom, Greece, Germany, Cyprus, Belgium, Romania, FYR of Macedonia, Denmark

**E-LEARNING AND MENS PLATFORM**
Interactive distant learning, and real debate within stakeholders in the drive to adopt NZEB in transforming the current building stock

**FRONT MEETING OF SKILLS**
Case studies experiences around Europe
United Kingdom, Cyprus, Belgium, Denmark

**JOIN IDEAS AND TAKE PART IN DEBATE IN MEnS SOCIAL MEDIA AND BLOGS**
- Blogs http://www.mens-nzеб.eu/
- facebook.com/MEnSH2020
- twitter.com/MEnS_H2020
- linkedin.com/MEnS EU Project
- NEWSLETTERS

**TV BROADCASTING**

- 4 DOCUMENTARIES about 4 case studies experiences
- 9 short SPOTS on the training courses
- 1 VIDEO DIARY of the evolution of the overall project
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